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?otif oil, it intf f oncern: 
Be it is now hit . . $ENAMIN (). FANs. 
w, a citizei of the i tit 'i States, residing 

in the lotrong; G Minhattan, city, county, 
5 and State of New York, ilave invented a 

new air seful is provement in Check 
Protectors. of which the following is a de scription. 
Tl is inventios relates to check-protectors, 

10 and has particular reference to apparatus 
for siltaicos y larking and printing 
:l 'cks, liot's : 1st tie i sji, ilai' 4.-, list) li if it 
in stich naillier as t , rev & Jat ally possiliility 
of changing or “raising the same witholt, 

5 i t e is or lies roying the valie tiere of as : 1egitially irist tulicit. 
A long tit (::itects {{ i y in v:litic)ii litty 

(, it a this filoving: (, lio wide a sinic, 
chea and colla ('t stricture by means of 

20 which the ailot of the check can bi: 
printed in numei'als and simultaneously 
punched or scored so that the check cannot 
be altered; to provide an apparatus for 
simultaneously printing and punching a 

25 check or other instrunk it, and automatically 
feeding the Saule; to provide an apparatus for printing. punching and feeding the ar 
ticle and similtaneously inking successive 
printing and puncling Sir faces to provide a 

30 hand-operated device it is 'eparing a check 
or other simila! is stritient, so tilat, it may not, 
be altered, “raised, or otherwise tampered 
with; and to provide means whereby checks 
and other instruments may have imposed 

35 upon the surface the 'eof, it any position. 
desired, one or thor fig tices. a nuit erals of predetermined character. 
With the above objects in view, and others 

which will be detailed during the course of 
40 this description, any invention consists in the 

parts, features, elements and combinations of 
elements, features and mechanisms, all as 
lucreinafter described and claimed, 

In order that my invention may be clearly 
45 understood, I have provided drawings wherein: . 

Figure 1 is a front elevation of a device embodying my invention; 
Fig. 2 is a side elevation; 

50 Fig. 3 is a top plan view; 
Fig. 4 is a front elevation with the front plates removed; 
Fig. 5 is a sectional elevation of the rear 

of the inac.ile with the supporting-frame, 55 removed; 

Specificatio: if Lette's Pat: it. 

which inay be of ally sf ticial 

se: ; Mar. 1, 1918. 
Stri-Lu, Eftis; i3. 

Fig. 5 is :: "if si jiai to lig. 5, showing 
lite parts it all fi : position: 
Fig. is a { }}'izontal section taken just 

below the top of tile frame; 
Fig. 8 is a Soction taken on the line 3-8 60 of Fig. 5; 
Fig. 9 is a jersective view of the storting-il it'; 
Fig. 1() is ; detaii bottou plan of the gliding-foot 65 
Fig. is a det: it of the driving-device fit lie? using !.iisin: 
lig. 2 is a : cit a view showing the 

of ?tative 't' it i? of its rifting and 
purching 'i, isn't, 7) 

Fig. iii is is tie : it vi' V 3 ('', if the in ea is 
fo" (oil); iiig tie unifoul action of th: : aii'-wheel; 

Figs, 14 airci 1, show the developinent of . 
the printing and patching surfaces of two 75 
different forms of die-wheels: 

Fig. 16 is a perspective view of the presser 
or stripper, its support being broken away; 
and 

Fig. 7 is an enlarged detail perspective 80. 
showing the means for raising the Spring toe 
independently of the presser-foot. 

Referring to the drawings. Fig. 9, the 
supporting-portio" (;f the frant go sists of 
a piate having is is it on 1 and integral 85 
vertical portion 2 exteri?ting to tha top of 
the machine, it botto icing rovides at 
its four correts with the rondari. feet 3, 

w ibing ni ate 
rial. The liott ori it is ir vided in its 90 
uper surface it is it transvi Psi gi (ove 4. 
in which is set, a die-plate 5, having on its 
surface a plurality of diagonal, parallel cut 
ting-edges 6, formed by grooving the sur 
face of the plate obliquely with reference to 95 
its surface plane. The groove 4 is more ex 
tensive than the plate 5, in order that the 
latter may be adjusted by means of a screw 
7, extending through a slot 8, in the bottom 
portion 1 of the frame, and having its head 
slightly countersunk in the bottom surface. 
of the bottom portion of the frame, as clearly 
shown in Fig. 8. Thus the die or cutting 
plate may be adjusted with reference to co 
operating knives or die-projections on the 
rotary die-wheel presently to be described. 
The bottom port n of the frame is also pro-. 
vided with a depression 10, extending par 
allel with the groove 4, said depression hav 
ing longitudinal, narrow extensions 11, for 110 
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receiving the jourlls 12 of the anti-friction 
idle-roll 13, which facilitates the feed of the 
material through the machine by coöperat ing with the feeding-rolls. The framc-por 
tion 2 is secured at its upper end to the back edge of the top portion 14 of a U-shaped 
frame-part having depending portions 
which form the side-walls 15, extending to 
near the upper surface of the bottom por 
tion 1: The back edges of the side-walls 15 
are cut away from the point 16, to the lower 
ends thereof, and, at the latter, are rounded 
as at 17, to correspond with the shape of the 
bottom portion of the frame at its juncture 
with the back-portion 2, the slot thus formed 
between the back-portion E. the walls 15 
being extended to the front of thema 
chine between the Iower ends of the walls 15 
and the upper surface of the bottom-portion 
1, thus providing an L-shaped slot 18, for 
receiving the check, etc., to be operated 
upon. Working in the slot 18 is a gage-bar 
19, the same extending from side to side of 
the machine and being provided at its outer 
ends, which extend beyond the frame, with 
the knurled finger-pieces 20, the said bar 19 
being also provided at the inner ends of the 

80 

5 

knurled portions with frictional enlargements 
21, which coöperate, respectively, at oppo 
site ends of the bar, with walls 15 an 
edge of the back-portion 2 of the frame. 
The bottom-portion 1 extends a short dis 
tance in front of the face of the machine, thus producing a ledge upon which the 
check may be set preparatory to entering the 
same through the guide-slot. 18, into engage 
ment with the gage-bar 19. The face of the 

40 walls 15, and is provided on its face with 

45 

50 
end of which is secured the pointer 27, by 
means of the thumb-screw 28. The slot 26 
relatively to the dial-plate 22. 

55 

machine is closed by the lower dial-plate 22, 
secured at its four corners by means of 
screws 23 to the front edges of the depending 
the several figures and characters 24. The 
dial-plate 22 is provided at its lower edge 
with a semi-circular, cut-out portion 25, for the purpose of exposing the Ei when 
it is depressed into engagement with the die 
plate 5. Centrally, above the cut-out por 
tion 25, the dial-plate is provided with an 
elongated slot 26, through which extends 
the shaft of the die-wheel, upon the outer 

permits the shaft and pointer to reciprocate 
The upper 

Er of the face of the machine is closed 
the face-plate 29, which conforms in 

shape to the remaining portion of the frame, 
I being secured theretoat its lower corners by 

60 
meins of the screws 30 and to the portion 14 
of the frame by means of the screw 31. As shown in Figs. 2 and 8, the plates 22 and 29 arebeveled inwardly correspondingly as at 32, 
so as to make a dust-tight juncture and neat 
closure. is . 

The handle 33 incloses a cap-tube 34, the 

the 
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lower end of which is flanged at 35, which 
in turn incloses a tubular spindle 36, extend 
ing vertically from the top-portion 14 of 
the frame. A washer 37 surrounds the spin 
dle 36 and rests upon the frame-portion 14, 
thus coöperating with the flange 35, of the 
cap 34, to deadlen the sound and absorb the 
shock, said washer being made of soft or 
elastic material, such as leather, rubber, etc. 
A plunger 38 extends through the frame 
portion 14 and at its upper end is provided 
with screw-threads 39, providing means for 
firmly securing the handle 33 thereto, the 
screw-threaded portion extending into a cor respondingly screw-threaded bore extending 
above the head of the cap 34. A washer 
40 surrounds the plunger 38, within the cap 
34, and has resting against it the upper end 
of a coil-spring 41. surrounding the plunger 
and having its lower end engaging the solid 
portion of the top of the E. 14 within 
the spindle 36. Thus, the plunger is nor 
mally held elevated and under tension to 
hold, the mechanism of the apparatus nor 
mally, in elevated position within the frame. 
The plunger 38 is provided at its lower end 
with a head 42, extending transversely there 
of, said plunger being swiveled to the head 
so as to have rotation relatively thereto, and 
said head having its extreme opposite ends 
guided in grooves 43, in the opposite de 
pending-portions 15 of the frame, the 
grooves thus holding the head from lateral 
movement and guiding said head and the 
mechanism carried thereby within the frame. 
The head 42 has the shaft 43 journaled 
therein and extending therethrough and 
through the dial-plate 22 of the machine, to 
the forward end of which journal the 
pointer 27 is secured by means of the thumb 
screw 28. Just inside the dial-plate, the die 
wheel .44 is secured to the shaft 43 in any 
suitable manner, so as to move with the lat 
ter, and receive rotation, as presently de 
scribed. The die-wheel is held from for 
ward movement on the shaft by the spanner 
nut 44". 

portions forming die-projections 45, between 
which are the depressions, 46, each of the projections 45 being provided with trans 
yerse knives. 47, formed by grooving the sur face of said raised portions diagonally in 
parallel lines, as at 48, this formation of the 
surface of the elevated portions being made 
to correspond with the formation of the sur 
face of the die-plate 5. By thus forming 
the die-plate and die-wheel, the coöperating 
portions of the said two parts are provided 
with parallel, diagonally-arranged cutters, 
the edges of which are formed at the vertex 
of an acute-angle; that is to say, one wall 
of each groove is vertical, while the other is 
arranged at an acute-angle thereto, and the 
cutting edges of one member being arranged 

The die-wheel 44 is provided cir 
cumferentially with a plurality of elevated 
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eiter the grooves of the other member and 
the action of the parts being such that the 
vertical walls of the cutting edges will co 
operate with each other s that sail vertic's 
will have a shearing or cuttig action as 
one passes the other. In other words, the 
projections 45 and the die-plate , or their 
coöperating surfaces, are provided with di 
agonal cutting edges, the edges of the ' - 
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spective parts coöperating to have a sle: I'- 
ing action. The surface of the pi'oictions 
45 is formed to represent i) linerals or the 
desirable figures and the surface of said fig 
ures, etc., is grooved and provided with the 
cutting edges, as just described. This is 
clearly shown in Figs. 14 and 15. 

prefer to make the cutter's on the lie 
plate aid die-wheel diagonal, because the 
inclined faces of these cutter's have it call 
action upon each other and tend to cause 
relative movement of the plate and wheel, 
and the diagonal arrange inct lesses this 
tendency. This is because which the teeth 
colle together to punch a check. thi' (flective: 
force tending to give relative movement to 
the parts in restion is exerted horizont' ly 
in the direction of the length of the plate. 
and this effective force is but one component 
of the force of impact of the wheel upon the 
plate and is, therefore, much less than this 
force. The tendency of the plate 6 and die. 
wheel to get out of position after the die 
plate has once been adjusted is, therefore, 
reduced to a minimum. 
Mounted on the journal 43, at its inner 

end, is the gear 49, the same being firmly 
secured to the journal by means of the screw 
52, which enters the end of the journal, A 
holding-plate 50 is secured by means of a 
screw 51 to the plunger-head, and overlaps 
the gear 49, so that the latter and shaft car 
rying the same cannot be displaced when the 
die-wheel is removed for any purpose. The 
gear 49 has meshing with it a horizontally 
arranged-pinion 53, which is fixed in any 
suitable manner to the plunger 38. Thus, 
the die-wheel is rotated as weil as recipro 
cated through the medium of the handle 33. 
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The inking mechanism for the die-wheel 
consists of the lever 54, pivoted at 55 to the 
plunger-head 42, said lever carrying at its 
upper end the journal-pin 56, Ei. to 
ward the front of the machine parallel with 
the journal 43 of the die-wheel. The pin 
56 carries the inking-roller 57 in position 
to be constantly in engagement with the 
executive faces of the die-wheel, said roller being normally held in such engagement by 
means of the spring 58, secured at one end 
to the pin 59, projecting from the t of the 
angular Ele. 60, secured by means of screws 
61 to the top of the plunger-head, and 
which plate houses the pinion 53. The 
other end of the spring 58 is secured to 
the pin 62, projecting from the back of the 

lover 51. The lower end of the lever car 
lies, the journal pin 33, parallel with the 
in 56 and extending in the same direction, 
iro which pin is joir:lled the distribut jig-wheel 64, arranged in such position as 
to be. normally in contact with the exec t 
tive faces of the dir:-wheel. This, the ink ing and distrihiting rolls properly ink and 
distribute the latter snoothly and evenly 
yer the executive flees of the tie-wheel, 

Tye inking and distriliiting rolls are main 
tained in position from lateral displacement, 
iy means of the face-plate 23 and dial plate 22. 
The feeding mechanism consists of the 

lar 65, journaled at its oposite, turned 
ends by means of pins 66, in the lower end 
of the side fraine-portions 1 and at the rear 
of the machine, said bar being so journaled 
as to have a vertical rocking movement un 
der control of the vertical bar (37, pivoted at 
its lower end at 68 to the rear upper cor 
ner of the feed-hair 65, and said controlling 
lar 67 extending at its upper end through 
the top-portion 14 of the frane and being 
provided at said upper and with a how 
89. for the reception of the finger of the 
operator, whereby the latter may at will 
depress the controlling-bar 67 and thus de 
press the rear side of the feed-bar 65, as 
shown in Fig. 8. The controlling-bar 6 
operates closely against one side of the 
frame and at its upper end is bent or off 
set at 70, so as to conform to the shape of 
the frame and also act as a stop against 
excess of vertical movement of the control 
ling-bar. In order to return the control 
ling-bar to normal position as shown in 
Fig. 6, after being depressed, as shown in 
Fig. 8, a coiled-spring 71 is attached at its 
lower end to a pin 72, extending laterally 
from the journal end of the feed-bar at 
opposite ends of the latter, the upper end 
of said spring being secured to a pin 73. 
projecting from the opposite frame-portions 
15. Thus, the feed-bar is maintained yield ingly in a normal position, which will hold 
the controlling-bar 67 elevated and the 
feed-roller 74 normally depressed, as shown 

- in Fig. 8, in coöperative relation with the 
idle-roll 13, in the base 1 of the frame of 
the machine. The said feed-roller 74 is 
journaled at 75 in the feed-bar 65, near one 
end thereof, and extends toward the front 
of the machine, the journal of said feed 
roller carrying at its rear end a ratchet 
wheel 76, secured to said journal by means 
of the screw 77, a pivotally-mounted pawl 
78, under control of spring 79, preventing 
said ratchet-wheel from having retrograde 
movement, Feeding movement is imparted 
to the roll 74, by means of the ratchet-bar 
80, mounted for pivotal and reciprocatory 
action on the screw 81, tapped into the plun 
ger-head 42 at one end thereof, as shown in 
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detail in Fig. 11, said ratchet-bar being 
provided with an elongated slot 82, extend ing longitudinally thereof through which 
the shank of said screw 81 extends. The ratchet-bar is normally held in yielding en 
gagement with the, ratchet-wheel by means 
of the coiled-spring 83, connected at one 
end to the pin 84 carried by the ratchet 
bar, and at its other end to the pin 85, pro 
jecting from the plunger-head. The upper 
end of the ratchet-bar is provided with a 
vertically-extending pin 86, which coöper 
ates with an adjusting-lever journaled at 
87 to the top of the plunger-head and hav 
ing its rear end 88 in position to coperate 
with the pin 86 of the ratchet-bar 80, the 
front end 89 of said lever being in position 
to be manipulated by the operator from the 
front of the machine after removing the 
face-plate 29. The position of this adjust 
ing-lever will control the action of the 
ratchet-bar 80 and determine the number 
of teeth thereof at its lower end, which will 
coöperate with the ratchet-wheel 76, and 
thus control the degree of rotation of the 
ratchet-wheel and, consequently, the extent 
of feed of the roller 74. This determines 
the spacing of the numerals or the disposi 
tion of the same when impressed by the die 
wheel upon the check or other article. The 
rack-bar 80 is provided, on its inner face, 
with a stop-pin 80", so positioned as to en 
gage the upper edge of the feed-bar 65, this 
pin limiting the downward movement of 
said rack-bar and causing the operation 
presently described. The positive feed 
roller 74 is aided in its work by the idle 
feed-roller 13 and also by the stripper 90, 
which coöperates with the die-wheel and 
die-plate, said stripper being fixed by its 
shank 91 to the feed-bar 65, substantially 
midway between the ends of the latter, this stripper being so positioned as to strip the 
check from, and prevent the same from be 
ing lifted by, the die-wheel. The stripper 
also helps to guide the check and keep it 
in its proper path of travel through the ma 
chine, ES in coöperative contact with the 
age-bar 19. The stripper is provided with 

5. upturned toe 90", to permit the ready 
entry of the check, and in rear of said toe 
with the aperture 91, through which oper 
ate the several faces of the die-wheel. The 
stripper is made of spring-metal and so 
formed as to have a yielding action upon 
the die-plate, or check, under the stressor 
action of the feed-bar 65, the latter lifting 
said stripper from the die-plate upon the 
depression of the controlling bar 67. To 
still further aid in maintaining the edge 
of the check against the gage-bar 19, and 
to prevent said check from slipping toward 
the front of the machine and away from 
said ge I provide a presser-foot, the 
details of which are shown in Figs. 8 and 

1260,170 

10, the same consisting of the forwardly 
extending foot-portion, 92, carrying the 
spring-toe 93, having the inclined rib 94. 
The foot is journaled at 95 in one of the 
side-walls 15 of the frame at its lower end 
and at the end of the feed-bar opposite 
the feed-roller 74. The presser-foot is also 
provided with the heel-portion 96, having 
the lower end of a coiled-spring 97, Figs. 
5 and 6, secured thereto, the upper end of 
which spring is connected to the pin 73, to 
which the spring 71 is connected. The 
presser-foot is also provided with the ver 
tically-extending arm 98, having the later ally-extending pin 99, under which engages 
the hook 100, extending from the face of the 
feed-bar 65. Thus, the feed-bar, when it is 
rocked as shown in Fig. 8, is caused to lift 
the presser-foot, as well as the feed-roll 74 
and stripper 90, for the purpose of permit 
ting the ey, insertion of the check in the 
machine. The spring-toe 93 is for the pur 
pose of readily yielding under the pressure 
imposed thereon by the presser-foot spring, 
and the rib.94 is arranged obliquely with 
reference to the spring-toe, as shown in 
Fig. 10, and said toe is arranged at a right 
angle to the foot and at a right-angle to the 
die-plate, for the purpose of creating a con 
stant tendency of the check to move toward and keep in engagement with the gage-bar 
19. By the several means just described, 
the check is properly guided through the 
machine and compelled to travel in a 
straight line so that the die-wheel and plate 
will impress the numerals upon the check 
in a straight line. 

Secured to the inside of the top-portion 14 
of the frame and near the front of thema chine, and in front of the plunger 38, is an 
angular plate, the horizontal portion of 
which is indicated by 101, by which the 
plate is secured to the top of the frame, 
Screws or pins passing therethrough for the 

g The epig or vertical portion 
02 of the plate extends downwardly to a 

considerable distance below the periphery 
of the die-wheel 44 and close to the back of 
the latter, said portion 102 being provided, 
at its lower end, with a lug 103, having at 
its upper end a W-shaped terminal 104, the 
said lug being in the nature of a pawl 
adapted to coöperate with the inclined faces 
of a plurality of pyramidal projections 105 extending from the back of the die-wheel 
44, see Figs, 7 and 13. The several projec 
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tions 105 are arranged circularly around 
and below the periphery of the wheel with 
their vertices reversed with reference to the 
vertex 104, of the lug 103; and the projec 
tions 105 are spaced apart to just the ex 
tent required to permit the lug 103 to pass 
between each two projections 105. Hence, 
irrespective of the position of the die-wheel, 
when the lug 108 engages a face or inclined 
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surface of one of the projections i{}5, the 
die. wheel v. ) Red to tir oil its a Nis 
one way or the the : (i)t'ding to ti e i i")- 
jecti? I e Igagedi or willic) face saici i' 
jectii) is engaged, iesii is is ?tillai'elis' 
the resceti '(', tie-faci's { } { it': i.e. at 'ti 
rately witi i he die-}i 5. l l is 'esults 
because the projectic is it!; : 'e', a traig's 
with their ses lie? is ten a jail lie 
faces, or in aliernation it is lit. it is '':. 
The : - . 19, it is is , , ; ' ' ' ' '. 

Inent of the plunger it a is is 'i' liki'e by by engaging with it i?: f : he still tiger 
head 42, the ct, , , ; , ; ; ; ; , ; it ') (i. 
being cut it at 13, it i. i*i; ; ; ; ; if the 's- 
operation noted. 'i') : Aviv, 'i is ve! It'll 
of the plunger ; ; ; ; ; ; *... '4' i' he rels' is 
inited y tin it i : ); i is asit'; 37. 
against whic: ; , ; ; ; ; , s: , , as . . . 
the cap 34 eigs' - 
The nui: ;bci's or characters . . . . . . .ile liai 

plate 22, correst it with ''': a lice's 'i' numbers in the periphery of it ii', whet: 
and the pointer 2 is set upon is sir, 43 of the de-wheei is such ra?her that, syllei. 
said pointer is set to increate a y 'etic ei'- 
mined character Number o' it: ; 
the correspiring Au?tibe? of ci; F : 
the die-wheel wiil be Set in (sitie: te' : - 
operate with the ii-plate in the next de 
scent of the plugs. The siapiate and 
die-wheel will be numbered claractered correspondingly; And the dial plate show 
in Fig. 1 corrison is with the tie-wiec shown in Fig. , , , , a] i? 2 y!!d the 
develoitient of the is: ifiery there)f show il 
in Fig. li. The ti } cat of the per 

six is in Fig. 1 it is 
stirin it this 

riphery of this ti, 
another for : My 
ticul: , ; when used . . ...:"f-sity iiigy" 
charact eyesi is plate v ; ; ; ; iiii ti lite 

s', if g with it: 
machine, 

Tit, rai: ; bAir 90, :::: 
feeira; , , , wit: it has ibs teeth i. i*i; it: i. 
oil its jii & ... ; ; ; ; converges list; ii." 
it , i.e. . . . . . . t1 ... ::iii is is "a 'chet-bar, in its nig, intents with the lilage:'-head, is 
caused to stide, relatively it its supporting 
screw 81, by engagenient)f the in 80 with 
the feed-lar and the diag of the ratchet 
wheel upon said bar, That is to say, tile 
downward ovement of the plunger-head 
carries the pin 80", into engagement with 
the feed-bar, which causes the ratchet-}:Li to 
move vertically the extent of the slot. 82, 
thus positioning the said bar as a prelilli 
nary to its functional action. "The sing 
83 will cause the ratche?...}): ' to engage the 
wheel 76, and the upward tilov inent of the 
head will first cause the screw 51 to slite in 
the slot 82, and then engage the lipper e1}{ 
of the slot and lift the rutchet-lar to drive 
the ratchet-wheel. The pini 80" in its the 
downward movement of the rati:het-bai'. 
The extent of engagement of the ratchet-bar 

with the ratchet-wheel is controlled by the adjusting. yet 88-89. 
Having this describe the details of ny 

i yet in the following mile ()f epeiation 
sy ill be realily interstood: it eig desired 

print : it rote: the tier:}ls of a given 
'di'ik, the nperator first epi'i'sses the coil 
triling-bar (57 lay the linger at fi3, as ::1 win 
in Fig. 8, resulting it rockins: lic feed bar 
(; ; rat elevati tie fee 'olter , , is rer 
3, and the presser-foot * : *t its toe 93. 
The gage b:1} : \vil , ; ; ; if: t reviously 
set if Iosition ('''': ); it g : the width 
(if the check i' the list: 1 (i. the 3): ct: 
for the intuiti' - fro; the top edge of the 
('leck. The flex is kai fi w be ins; it el in the 
space between the its to ird the over 
in aging faire.): 'it is 5 the lithine 
: { i is it is: etic it: , ; , ; ; ; ; ; intil 
its e.g. ting::it: ; he gig. lar } }. The 

triliig-bar (37 will now le; "eras: y 
g the fig - it is the tew iii:43 
liftig the first iller, this silii: , 

; : he si; if f ( : : i , i. 1; 4:1 it tre thr' ( , , i. , 
Fil' : ; ; ; ; ; ; ; 

rts risis, a li: i tie : y "... : " . . . ; 
The de-wheel 44 will i? is a set y i. 

its; the ha}} is 33, wiich will arm the at 
ger 38, the pinion 53, gear 49, i.e. wheel 4 
and pointer 27, the haile ting tariel 
artil the pointer is sei, is it'ssister with the 
first: karacter to be { {-, } listed 
pot the check. The lii is ter vii is y lit: tie 

it is 

it '. 

pressed by pressing lipio reliane 33, 
which will depress the tie-witcl and bring 
the ties ?ld nuai'al or char}} (ter fore() is to 
('operation with the cutting-face of the tie 
plate, thus sini ultane isly riting the de 
st 'Uti character and sci; g the 1: if it, if 
line check throughout the trait.: y if said 
character with a lira lify (; ; ; ; ; ; cit: 
: the fely through the 1 at eri: ; , f the click. 
he rinting-in a this 1: ; , it illetely 

it colorated in and with the hp racter thus in pressed and prevents any possiliility of 
alteration. As the handle is role::sed thi 
tle langer is returned t: ) its tipper 'xi'ne, 

ti". Y. 

... the ratchet-bar S0 engages the raft hot-wleel 
76 for a limited rotty novellent, this turn 
ing the feed-wheel 74 positively, which, in 
cotiperation with the roller 13, will teadily 
feed the check forward the extent (csiped for 
spacing the next ni ('ral ol 'hal"::::tc.1, next 
to be irressed, from the One last ill'esset. 
The rib 94, of le: sring - toe 93 of (: 
resser-foot, collels the check, is it is fed 

forward. to take an inward coil'se te: iiig to 
crowd the suine toward the gage-bar 19, 1 bus 
causing the successive characters to be in 
pressed in a straight line. The pressure of 
the spring-toe 93 may be regulatel, or the 
too may bc centirely lifted fron coöperation 
with the check, by means of the short bar 
109, carried on the inner end of the pin 110, 
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plate 29 can be quickly removed by remove 

6 

which extends through the slot 111, at the 
lower edge of the dial-plate 22, the said bar 
109 extending under the spring-toe 93 and 
sliding horizontally along its length from 
its rear toward its free end, thus having a 
lifting action on said toe against its inherent spring tendency to press downwardly. 
These operations are repeated for every 
character desired except when a given char 
acter is to be repeated, when the step of re setting the pointer 27 may be omitted. 
When the die-wheel is rotated or turned, 
the linking-roller and distributing-roller 
are likewise turned by frictional contact, the inking-roller applying its ink and the other roller equally distributing the ink over the 
die characters. When a character is to be 
repeated in succession, the same operation 
may be repeated so as to ink the character as 
a preliminary to each imprint. Thus, the 
characters impressed will be uniform in 
appearance and too much ink will not be ap 
plied, and one will not appear lighter than 
others. If the die-wheel is turned carelessly, 
or if, by any chance, the same should not be 
set so t the desired character is squarely 
over the die-plate 5, the die-wheel will, as 
the plunger is depressed, be turned in either 
direction, as may be required, the additional 
amount necessary to place the required nu 
meral directly over the lift 5 for proper 
and accurate coöperation between the two, 
this being brought about as before stated by 
the engagement of the vertex 104, of the 
lug 103, with one or the other of the faces 
of that lug 105 which happens to traverse the path occupied by said ES 
From the foregoing it will be clear that, 

when the parts of the machine are once ad. justed or set for proper operation, no 
changes or adjustments are necessary except 
such as may be required to regulate the feed 
and bring into action the various parts of 
the die-wheel, as above described. Hence, 
the machine cannot readily get out of order 
or be put out of order, and as the parts are compactly arranged, the movements are 
short, and the parts. are very strong, the 
machine is necessarily strong and durable, 
When a new inking-roll is required, the face 
ing the screws 30 and 31. The inking-roller 
can then be quickly slipped from its journal 

60 

5. 

pin and a new roller applied to the latter. The face-plate keeps theinking-roller on its 
journal-pin. A new distributing-roller is 
seldom required. The removal of the face 
plate 29 also permits adjustment of the feed 
regulator 88-89, the latter being just below. 
the upper edge of the dial-plate when the 
plunger-head is in its upper position. The 
stoppin 106, which limits the upward move 
ment of the plunger, prevents, the E. roller from impinging against the inner side 
of the frame and the latter is preferably hol 
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lowed out as at 10 and 107 to accommo 
date the rolls 57 and 64 during any move 
ment the lever 54 may have, as when an ink 
ing-roller is removed or applied. In Figs. 6 
and 12, the material of a check, for example, 
is indicated at 108, and in the latter figure 
the manner in which the coöperating knife edges, of the dial-plate and -projections, 
score or cut through the material of the check, can be readily seen. 
Having thus described my invention, what 

I claim and desire to secure by Letters Pat ent is: 
1. A check printing machine comprisin 

a frame member having a base; a secon 
frame member carried by, and overhanging, 
the base member; scoring and printing 
means carried by the frame members; means whereby said scoring and printing means 
are caused to operate upon the work; a gage 
bar frictionally held between, and E. 
relatively to, said frame members and ex 
tending from side to side of said members 
within the machine; and means carried by Sail gage-bar whereby the same may be 
manipulated from the outside of thema chine. 

2. A check printing machine comprising a casing; means inclosed by said casing for 
marking a check; said casing having a 
check-guiding slot one part of which is at 

70 
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80 

85 

90 

95 

an angle to the other; an adjustable gage 
bar extending across one portion of said 
slot from side to side of the machine; and 
means carried by said gage-bar at its oppo site ends outside of the casing for manipu 
lating said bar within said slot to regulate 
the width of the latter to accommodate the varying widths of checks. 

3. A check printing machine comprising 
a frame member having a base; a second 
frame member carried by, and overhanging, said base; scoring and printi 
ried by the frame members; means where by said scoring and printing means are 
caused to operate upon the work; the two 
frame members being spaced apart to form 
uideways at an angle to each other; a gage 
E. frictionally held in said guideway and 
extending entirely across the same from 
side to side of the -machine; and means whereby the gage-bar, may be manipulated 
from the outside of the machine, 

00 

105 

rinting means car- . 

O 

15 

4.A check protector having, in combina 
tion, a frame composed of two separable. members having a check-guiding slot be: tween them; check scoring and printing 
means mounted to operate within th 
agage-bar extending across the frame from 

f to side between the two frame mem 
hers within said slot; feeding means within 
the frame arranged to advance the check 
parallel with the gage-bar; and means for 
manipulating the gage-bar from the out 
side of the machine. 

frame; , 
125 

130 
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5. A check protector having an inclosing 
fr, me and, in combination therewith, a 
platinger, and means 
plinger in the frame whereby the same may 
have rotary and also right-line reciproca 
tory. In ovements; a lie-wheel having die 
character's extending parallel with its axis 
and said wheel being carried by said 
wer with its axis at an angle to the 

atter'; ) leans coöperating with tie die 
wheel for scoring the check; means for ink. 
ing the claracters of the die-wheel; means 
for feeding the check immediately after 
each in 'ession made by the die-wheel; and 
lileans acting upon the check for positively 
guiding the same through the unachine. 

6. A check protector having an inclosing 
frame: a luge' tounted in said fraine so 
as to have 'otary a nil also right-line recip 
rocatory entists: a tie-wheel journaled 
to operate with saic plunger, said wheel 
having a litrility of peripheral characters 
arrangori apied with the ; x is f said 
wheel; it':1 is "?trating with the carac. 
ter's of soil fill scaling the check: 
ea is f. 1 it kills: this characters: line is for 

feeting the check in tiedi, gly after each 
impressiri made by the ilia racters; and 
leans for positively guiding the check 
through the protector. 

7. A cleek protector comprising a frague 
having a base-neuper at an overhaging 
neber foiling between then a sp;ice 
through which the check inity le guided: 
a rotary die-wheel mounted in the front of 
the overlanging member; a coöperating 
die-plate carried by the base-anember: a 
incipher, it which the die-wheel is carried, 
n) unted in said overhanging member and 
confined to vertical reciprocations therein 
to love this, wit'el to war at it froii the die. 
late: a feeling schanism having a feed 

i.e. iii'i' a '': lired in coilerative relation 
to tie (i.e. wheel it rear tiereof; ald meals 
catest in fit s!): '' etween the two fraine. 

neinie's at in rear of the feed-member 
for gaiting a check through the machine. 

S. A check rotector comprising a frame 

. 

having a base-member and an overhanging. 
member forning between then a space 
through which the check may be guided; a 
mealer i? tuted in the overlanging men 
per so as to be reciprocated therein; a rotary 
tie-wheel in antist in said last-mained mem 
ber an arrange at the front of the over 
langing entrer; a cosperating die-plate 
carrielly the base-in ember: feeding mecha 
nism having a feed-member arranged in co 
operative relation to the die-wheel in rear 
thereof: means located in the space between 
the two fraine-members and in rear of the 
feet-neber for guiding a check through 
the nachine; and means for engaging the 
clheck in front of the feed-member and co. 
operating with the rear guiding means to 

for mounting the 

7 

advance the check in a straight course 
through the machine. 

9. A check protector coluprising a frame 
having two separable parts conubined so as 
to provide a check-guiding slot or space be 
tween ther); check-scoring means arranged 
in coisperative reiation at the front of the 
fraine: feeling lechanism having a feel 
inellber arraiged in rear of the citeck-scor 
iiig Jileans; guiding Jueans for the check ex 
tending atross the fl'aune within the saiae 
:Lild it real' of the feeding unenber; at did 
litional clheck-guiding means arranged in 
front of the feeling lateaus and operating to 
keep the check in engagement with the first 
rained gi titling means. 

19. In a check protectur, the colubilation 
of a cising for receiving a check to be 
a 'ked: 1 tea is in the casing for marking 

the check; a feeding-nei er n (nitially in 
it}sition to engage lite top of an I feed a 

'l','k; coilera it is yielding means for nor 
ally eligaging tie or of a rid controlling 

the eleck; and a controllier cicating with 
s: it yieleing years - d is siniiig (a sile 
h' is iro i' lifting tire yielding leans 
'{}} t ( th:ck, 

; , ; ; click protector, the continatio). 
of it casing for receiving check to he 
ilarket; iiicans in the casing for anarking 
tie is k; feed jig , leans inavig a feed 
meini e i uorinally in position to engage the 
f of aid feed a leck: : :"esser-foot for 
i triliily engaging the top of and control 
ling the clheck; and a coltroiler cosperating 
with the sail feel-member and said presser 
foot, and extending outsiie (if the inachine 
for Fitting said feel-reiber and foot, from 
the check. 

12. In a check protector, the combination 
of a casing for receiving a check to be 
3rketi; I cans iii (lit: ; sing for in king 
tly cineck: feeding t'ains a vill: a feed 
it'll be or naily in position: it egg: the 
to gi aliki feel a click; a pressel-foot fier 
Ionally engaging the top of and control 
ling the check; a stripper coöperating with 
the check-marking means and arranged to 
normally engage the check; and a controller 
coöperating with the said feed-inenber, 
presser-foot and stripper for lifting the 
ame from the check. 
13. A check protector comprising a frame 

having a face-member and an overhanging 
litenber assotiated So as to provide a space 
oetweet the two through which a check uay 
by passed: a Furiger anoll it edit the over 
hanging litenber; a head confined to right 
line reciprocations in said latter member; 
connections between the head and plunger 
enabling the latter to be rotated; a rotary 
die-wheel having a plurality of separated 
executive faces journaled in the head; a die plate mounted in the frame for coöperation 
with the cxecutive faces of the die-wheel; 
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means connecting the plunger and die-wheel 
for rotating the latter so as to move the said 
faces to effective position; and means for 
insuring the accurate engagement of the ex 

5. ecutive faces of the die-wheel with the plate. 
14. A check protector comprising a frame 

having a face-member and an overhanging 
member associated so as to provide a space 
between the two through which a check may 

10, be passed; a plunger mounted in the over 
'hanging member; a head confined to right 
line reciprocations in said latter member; 
connections between the head and plunger 
onabling the latter to be rotated; a rotary 

15 die-wheel journaled in the head and having 
a plurality of separated executive faces ar 
ranged in parallelism with the axis of the 
wheel; a die-plate mounted in the frame for 
coöperation with the executive faces of the 
die-wheel; means connecting the plunger 
and die-wheel for rotating the latter so as to 
move the said faces to effective position; 
and means for insuring the accurate engage 
ment of the executive faces of the die-wheel 
with the plate. 15. A check protector having, in combi 
nation, means for simultaneously scoring 
and printing the check; means for feeding 
the check through the machine; and means 
for maintaining the check in a straight line 
while being fed, including means for engag 
ing the edge of the check; and means for 
operating upon the check tending to move it 
toward the edge-guiding means. 

16. A check protector having, in combi 

20 

25 

30 

35 nation, means for simultaneously scoring 
aud printing the check; means for feeding 
the check through the machine, including a 
rotary member; and means for maintainin the check in a straight line while being fed, 
including edge-guiding means and surface 
engaging means, the action of which latter 
is to tend to force the check toward the 
edge-guiding and feeding means, 

17. A check protector comprising means 
for marking a check; means for feeding a 
check through the protector, and a presser 
foot mechanism for controlling the action 
of the check; the latter rhechanism includ 
ing a resilient toe for coöperating with the 
check; and means whereby the toe may be 
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lifted from the check without lifting or dis-, 
turbing the presser-foot mechanism. 

18. A check protector comprising means 
55 for scoring a check; means for EE the 

check through the machine; means for 
pressing upon the check to maintain it in 
proper line in the machine, said means tend ing to move the check inwardly; and means 
for stripping the check from the check-scor 
Ing means. 19. The combination of a casing; means 
in said casing for marking a check; said 
casing having an opening for admitting the 

65 check; a toe having an oblique rib for en 
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check to bring the successive 

gaging the check and tending to draw the 
same into the casing when the check is 
moved to be marked in several places in suc 
CeSSO). r 20. A heck protector comprising means to 
for marking a E. means for feeding the ortions there 
of into position to be marked; a stripping 
device; a presser-foot; and means for man ually actuating the feeding means, the strip-75 
ping device' and the presser-foot, said parts 
being connected to the actuating means, so 
that the feeding means and the stripping 
device can first be lifted and then the 
presser-foot lifted from the check. 80 

21. A check protector comprising means 
for marking a E. means for feeding the 
check to bring the successive portions there 
of into position to be marked; a stripping 
device; and means for manually actuating 85 
the feeding means and the stripping device, 
said parts being connected to the actuating 
means so that the feeding means and the 
stripping device can be lifted from the 
check. 90 

22. In a check protector, the combination of a casing having means therein for mark 
ing a check; a feed-bar in the casing; means 
for feeding the check; a presser-foot and a 
stripper plate carried by the feed-bar; and 95 
means for actuating said feed-bar to sepa 
rate the feeding means, the presser-foot and ' 
the stripper plate from the check. 23. A casing comprising an angle-piece . 
forming the bottom and back, and an in- 100 
verted U-shaped piece forming the top and 
sides, said casing having spaces between 
said angle-piece and said U-shaped piece to 
provide a passage through the casing from 
side to side thereof, and means for markin a check in said casing as it is passed throug 
said passage. 24. A casing for a check protector com 
prising an angle-piece forming the bottom 
and back, an inverted U-shaped piece form 
ing the top and sides and secured to the top 
of the back so as to cause the U-shaped piece 
to overhang the base, said casing having 
spaces between said angle-piece and said U-shaped piece to provide a passage through 
which a check may be passed from side to 
side of the frame, substantially as described. 25. A check protector comprising a casing, 
and means inclosed by said casing for mark ing a check, said casing having a space for 120 
admitting said check, and an adjustable bar 
extending through said space from side to 
side thereof and having manipulating means 
at its opposite ends outside the casing for 
varying the extent of said space. r 26. A check protector comprising a casing 
and means in said casing E. marking a 
check, said casing having a space extending 
into the same in one direction and then ex tending in another direction to adrhit the 180 
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check to be marked, whereby a check of 
greater extent than one of the dimensions 
of the casing can be received by the casing, 
and means for varying the length of said 
space. 

27. A check protector having a frame pro 
vided with a base and solid back; dialed 
'face and solid ends or sides: the face and 
sis being associated with the back so as 
to overhang the base and provide an 
L-shaped slot between then through which 
the check may be guided; and a gage bar 
frictionally held in said slot and having 
means on the outside uf the frame for 
manipulating the same to adjust the slot for 
varying widths of checks, 

28. In a check protector, the combination 
of a die-wheel and a die-plate, said wheel and plate having coöperative cutting edges 
extending diagonally of the axis thereof; 
means for rotating the wheel and recipro 
cating it in a right-line relatively to the die 
plate; and means for relatively adjusting 
said wheel and plate in the direction of the 
axis of the wheel so as to enable the cutting edges to be set in proper coßperative posi tion. 

29. In a check protector, the combination of a rectangular casing having guide-ways 

9 

in opposite sides, a plunger having a head 
the ends of which coöperate with said guide 
ways, a die-wheel carried by the plunger 
head, a feed wheel mounted in said casing 
below the plunger head, feeding means co 
operating with the feed wheel, and means 
carried by the plunger head for actuating 
said feeding means. 

30. A check protector comprising a scor 
ing mechanism for marking a check; inking 
mechanism coöperating with the scoring 
mechanism whereby the latter may also ink 
the scored part of the check; feeding means 
for advancing the check to the scoring 
means; multiple means operating upon the 
edge and surface of the check for properly 
guiding the check to the scoring means 
under control of the feeding means; and 
Incans for shifting a part of the scoring 
means whereby the characters may be brought to the printing position. 
In testimony whereof I have hereunto 

signed my name in the presence of two sub 
scribing witnesses. 
t BENJAMIN O. FANSLOW. 

Witnesses: 
CHAs. McC. CHAPMAN, 
M. HERskov ITZ. 
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